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N1. RGUHS and its exam partner National Informatics Centre: Friends with ...
Bangalore Mirror(indiatimes )-Nov. 16 , 2018
RTI reply shows latter is handling process sans any agreement. All is not well with the examination
system of the prestigious medical university of the Karnataka ...

N2. CBIC panel for integration of cargo tracking mechanisms
Financial Express-Nov. 16 , 2018
The working group comprises of a CBIC member, representatives from GSTN, DMIDC, NHAI and National
Informatics Centre (NIC). The report is in the final ...
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M1. Ayushman Bharat: FIR against owners of 89 websites spreading false ...
The Indian Express-Nov. 16 , 2018
The agency had reported the matter to Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, requesting
them to shut these websites down. The website for the ...

M2. 4916 children rehabilitated through 'Khoya Paya': WCD

OrissaPOST-Nov. 15 , 2018
... which has been developed by the Ministry of Women and Child Development (WCD) and the
Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY).

M3. Opinion: Evaluation of data
Financial Chronicle – Nov. 16 , 2018
India's Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology constituted a Committee of Experts on a
Data Protection Framework under Justice B N Srikrishna in ...
M3. Pune: Govt issues directives on fraudulent activities
Times of India-Nov. 15 , 2018
PUNE: The ministry of electronic and information technology has given directives regarding
fraudulent activities carried out in the name of government schemes.

CS1. Expected Cyber Security Challenges for 2019
Businessworld- Nov. 16 , 2018
Experts predict threats to the aviation industry, continuing nation-state activity, rise in supply chain
attacks and the widening cyber security skills gap in India.
CS2. Connectivity, counter-terrorism top agenda at Quad meeting
Times of India- Nov. 16 , 2018
NEW DELHI: Connectivity, counter-terrorism and cyber security dominated the conversation at the third
meeting of the 'Quad' countries — India, Japan, the US ...
CS3. Aviation sector, supply chain industry could witness cyber attacks in ...
The Hindu BusinessLine- Nov. 15 , 2018
“We expect 2019 to arrive with ample new and existing challenges for Indian ... aviation and supply
chain industries could witness cybersecurity threats next year. ... Shrikant also see supply chain sector
becoming vulnerable to cyber attacks.
CS4. Indian CIOs Reveals That Organizations Are Entering the Third Era of ...
DATAQUEST-Nov. 15 , 2018
Forty-six percent of Indian CIOs report their organizations have changed their ... According to the
survey, 94 percent of Indian CIOs expect cybersecurity threats ..

CS5. Virologist falls for virus attack on debit card line, loses Rs 1 lakh
Times of India- Nov. 15 , 2018
As part of the bank's probe into the cheating, the octogenarian approached the cybercrime police station
at the commissionerate on November 5 and lodged a ...

CS6. Soon, city to house cyber security resource centre
Economic Times – Nov. 16 , 2018
KOLHAPUR: The country’s first National Resource Centre in Cyber Security and Data Sciences will be
housed at Shivaji University, Kolhapur (SUK). Training will be offered in cyber security for both
government and the corporate sectors, and this trained manpower would also offer cyber safety audit,
said RK Kamat, Director, Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC), SUK.

CS7. Chinese regulator orders detailed user data to fight online mobilisation
Economic Times – Nov. 15 , 2018
The Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) said that as of Nov. 30 it will require assessment reports
from any internet platform that could be used to "socially mobilise" or lead to "major changes in public
opinion".

CS8. Securing The SCADA Networks And Infrastructure
Express Computer –Nov. 15 , 2018
What makes the security of SCADA networks and infrastructure, highly complex and unique is the fact
that it’s a mix of physical components, IT systems and software applications, remote terminal units (RTU)
and field based hardware assets. And that broadens the overall attack surface area and makes it more
prone to multiple vulnerabilities that may be linked to each of those aspects.
CS9. Trusted Interactions Critical To Growth And Innovation For Enterprises And Govts, Says
Forcepoint
Express Computer- Nov. 16 , 2018
Forcepoint has launched its 2019 Forcepoint Cybersecurity Predictions Report, with security specialists,
behavioural intelligence researchers and data scientists providing guidance on the sophisticated threats
facing organisations in the months to come. The report examines seven areas where risks will increase in
2019, with Forcepoint experts taking a deep-dive into technology trends and the motivation behind cyber
attacks.
O1. Cabinet nod to composite dairying complexes
Times of India-Nov. 16 , 2018
Change of name of electronics and information technology department to department of information
technology, electronics and communication approved

O2. DoT may take action against BBNL, BSNL officials for BharatNet's poor ...
Economic Times –Nov. 16 , 2018
Telecom Minister Manoj Sinha has already revised the timeline for its completion by March 31, 2019
which, however, appeared to be challenging, and as as per ...
O3. Trai floats paper on discontinuing printed phone bills

Economic Times-Nov 15 , 2018
In a paper released Thursday, the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (Trai) said it had received
representations from “industry, associations, MPs, MLAs and ...
O4. Mozilla says Firefox Quantum users will be alerted while visiting ...
Firstpost-1 Nov. 16 , 2018
Firefox will show the notification only once per website and repeat the ... in the past year which makes
smaller websites as vulnerable to hacking if not more.
O5. Telecom Secretary warns BSNL, BBNL after BharatNet fails to click
The Hindu Businessline – Nov. 15 , 2018
Threatens ‘strict action’ as Modi’s pet project to link gram panchayats stalls.
Fearing that the work done on BharatNet – Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s pet project to connect gram
panchayats (GPs) in the country - will be lost, Telecom Secretary Aruna Sundararajan has warned the
chiefs of state-owned BBNL and BSNL that strict action would be taken against them as the project is not
progressing as desired.

O6. India should consider cross border privacy rules: USIBC
The Hindu Businessline – Nov. 15 , 2018
India should adopt cross border data privacy rules that allow free flow of information across borders,
global experts suggested.

